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SEXDIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTIONS OF FEMALE SUCCESS

Christine Courtois and William E. Sedlacek

Research Report # 2-75

SUMMARY

A scale to measure fear of women's success (SASWS) modeled after
the Situational Attitude Scale (SAS) was adminlstered to 59 upperciass
students (33 femafes, 26 males). Results indicate that both men and
women feel that male success is more expected and believable in our
society. Rowevar, the hypothesis that women show a greater tendency to
avoid success was not supported. The situation showing the greatest
disparity in support between men and women was where a woman is named
head of the Engineering Department. Women were more positive toward this
than men.
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American society places a premium on achievement and individuals who are

motivated ,to achieve. 'Individual initiative, independence and self -reliance,

the work ethic, the "self-made" man, and Horatio Alger type success have all

been promoted and reinforced within the Akerl,:,n culture. American young are

. .

socialized from birth to, value and work toward-success and achievement.'

Further socialization takes.place along another dimehsion, that of sex appro-

priate behavior as defined by.the culture. Historically, role stereotyping

has been-shaped quite distinctly by sex. Males are taught that masculinity

equates with action, assertion, aggressiveness and dominance, while females

are taught that femininity incorporates dependence, nurturance, deference,

acceptance and.passivity. Research on sex.stereotyping during the past several

years Vas increasingly indicated that such sex rofe stereotyping. and achieve-
!

ment v't lued socialization in America presents a consistent image tomales and

an incrnsistent one to females (Herman, 1974). Females receive the message

thitalchievement and femininity are valued, but that they are incompatible

t]

/ . .

almos 'to the point of being mutually exclusive. (Horner, ]969). The contra-

dictory encouragement for a female is that she be smart and independent but

that she not be too much so or she will be "unfeminine" according to society's

conceptualization of feminine. If she is unfeminine she will be unpopular

with nen, socially isolated, and will never be married,,withmarriagp presup-

posedposed as the ultimate success for females in our'society. Confusion and

anxiety' may appear in the maturingokemale as she becomes increasingly aware

that academic and intellectual pursuits of human fulfillment contrast with

defined feminine fulfillment. For males, on the other hand, achieve-

ment and masculine attributes seem to flow from each other. Males for the
,

most part avoid the dilemma faced by-females since they are taught from birth

that human fulfillment and masculine fulfillment are one and the same. The
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issue of a male's masculinity is not called-into question over a man's motiva-

tion to succeed, but rather, one reinforCes the other; the opposite is true

for females (Bardwick, 1971). :

Sex role stereotyping has eVen been shown to affect the way in which men

tal health is viewed in our culture in the work of Broverman et at, (1970). These

researchers demonstrated a relationship between the masculine stereotype and

clinical opinions of mental health', while the feminine stereotype is closely

aligned with poOr mental health. 'lleilbrun (1963), in conductihg a study of

sex role identity and achievement motivation of college age individuals; con-

cluded that the 'greater thi fdkale sex role adoption of the late adolescent,

the greater the sex role confusion among those participating in-a competitive

higher education program. Confusion was restricted to those_ behaviors relevant

to achievement motivation, a point especially pertinent to -this study.

Early achievementresearch dates from the 1950's, with the most definitive

work conducted by McClelland et al. (1953). They defined achievement motiva-

tion as a function of the strength-of a motive to'approach success minus the

strength of the motive to avoid failure, with these two motivations determining

each motive. Women became conspicuous by their absence in almost all achieve-

ment Studies; the data on achievement motivation pertained nearly exclusively

to men. When females were included, results were contradictory and confusing.

French & Lesser (1964) noted the inconsistency in achievement motivation ex-

periments using female subjects, although experiments with males yielded con-

sistent results. 'Mead (1949)-concluded that, while men seemed to be unsexed

by failure, women afire unsexed by success; and Miccoby-(1963) has written that

a female who maintains independence ,and striving for intellectualdevelopment

is ih defiance of sex appropriate behavior and must pay'a price in a4xiety.
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Horner (1972) incorporated the concepts of conflict, anxiety; and sex

inappropriate behavior with relevent achievement motivation research in the

development of her, theoretical construct, the MOtive to Avoid Success (K-s)..

Horner's theory was developed within a fraiework of-the research on achieve-

ment motivation for men. She theorized that'a fear of success was operational

and anxiety-producing for women, rather thin the mOtivetto achieve success or

motive to avoid failure found in men. 'She explained her synthesis:

"I argued that most women have a motive to avoid success, that is, a

disposition to become anxious about achieving success b6ause they

expect negative consequences (such AS social rejection and/or.feeling

of being unfeminine) as a result'of succeeding. Note that this is

not to say that most women 'want to fail' or have a motive to avoid

failure. The presence of a 'will to fail'*would, in accordance with

the theory, imply that they act±vely seek out failure because they

anticipate or expect positive consequences from failing. The pres-

ence of a motive to avoid success, on the other hand, implies that

the expression of the 'achievement-directed tendencies of most othet-

wise positively-motivated young women is inhibited by the arousal of

a thwarting disposition io be anxious about the negative consequences

they expect will follow the desired success.", (Horner 1972, p. 159).

Horner (1969) proposes that the. motive to avoid success isn fact a major

variable within the previously unresolVed sex differencei found in achievement

motivation'data. She tested, her hypothesis in her original study.b'i asking

178 college students to write 4 minute stories to her thematic cue: "At the

end of first - tenon finals, Anne finds.herstlf at the top of her medical school

class." Males wrote about John in this situation, females about Anne. Horner,

.in examining the responses, classifitd them into three themes she found to be
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congruent with her theory of the motive to avoid success: ay social rejec

tion, (2) fears and negative.feelings because of success, and.(3) bizarre

or hostile responses or.complete denial of the cue. In this particular study,

65% of the females and fewer than 10% of the males Showed evidence of fear of

success. Horner used several assumptions in developing this study: (1) that

the motive would be more hharacteristic of women than of men, (2) that it would

be more characteristic of women who are capable of success than.those who are

not, and (3.) that anxiety over. success would be greater in competitive situa-

tions,'especially when competing with men. Horner concluded that although many

barriers to female success have lessened in recent years, a psychological'

barrier still remains and has an important influence on the intellectual and

professional attitude andives of many women.

. While Hornet's work has received much acceptance, some.. criticisms also

exist. Tresemer.(197-4) argued that the motive to avoid success may not. be a

motive at all, may have little to do' with avoiding success and may not be

unique to women at all. His major points of criticism.were: (1) no

standardization and A. great deal of subjectivity exists-in the .scoring of

fear of success, the mast common error being to label all negative commentsas

fear of success; .(2)-no agreement exists as to what Success is; (3) few follow-
.

up studies have sought to relate fear of success to actual behavior, making.

the relationship. unclear; (4) some follow-up studies have been able to.repli-
.

cate the original while some have not;' and (5) cues s1.7.ch as Horner's'medical

school -cue cannot be used to measure both a woman's motive to avoid success

and a man's reaction to female success. In sum, Tresemer (1974) believes that

"Horner may have found fear of sex-role inappropriateness rather than fear of

success for females" (p. 85) .'

This study was designed as a measure of fear bg success, using a. technique

different from thematic cues... Tresemer's points of refutation were taken into
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account in the development of this instrument and in the analysis of the re-

sults. It may be *advantageous therefore to view_results as' measuring fear of..

sex-inappropriate behavior rather than fear of success.' The hypothesis being

studied is that college women do show a greater tendency tavdid success,

look negatively upon success for other women, and show greater anxiety over

success than do college men.

Procedure .

-The' instrument. be used in assessing attitudes towards achievement is

modeled after the Situational Attitude Scale ( Sedlacek and Brooks, 1970, 1972)

which measures racial attitudes. The SAS makes psychologial withdrawal diffi-

cult by presenting a series of ten situations or racial contexts. There are

two forms and the variable is provided by adding the work "black" to the

'second form. This provides the only difference in forms that would account

for a resulting difference in response. The SAS methodology has been used to

measure sexist attitudes among male university students (Herman and Sedlacek,

1973). They concluded that sexist attitudes are masked a s' are racial attitudes,

but in an opposite direction. That is, preiently there is some indication

that it is socially desirable among men to be intolerant to changineex roles.

Successful women challengetex roles.' The scale in thecurrent study was de-

signed to assess.how both ten. and women view successful women in personal,

social and professional situations.

Anew version of the SAS called the SASWS (Women's Success) was developed

for the current study. The SASWS consists of two forms, each containing ten

.- situations invOlving achievement and success followed by ten bi-polar semantic

differential scales, The only difference between formS is that Form A has e
.

'reference to female' in the situation while Form B involves a male (see

Appendix ). The positive role for each of the ten bi-polar responseTwas
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varied randomly to avoid a response set. The difference 'eiween forms will

be the only cause for a different response by subjects.

In several pilot studies with university women it was determined that the

use of an actual name (e.g.,'Anne, Jim) elicitedthe same responses as afemale

noun -or pronoun. 'Additionally, open ended responses to the situations were

_

categorized and developed into the bi-polat scales.

The SASWS pas'administered to 59 juniors and seniors (33 females; 26

. 'males) enrolled in speech classes atothe University of'Maryland, College Park.

The instruments were administered by a team of.male and female graduate
1

students, with each subject having an approximately equal chance of receiving

either Form A or Form B. Subjects were not told that two forms were being used

.

and administration time was approximately 30 minutes.

The responses were analyzed by two way analisis of variance with form and

sex as main effects.

Results and Discussion .

Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations Apr each subgroup and

aignificance tests for each item. Results indicate'that 28 of the 100 items

are significantly different on form,.9 are significant on sex, and12 are signifi-

cant on theinteraction-of form and sex. Only 9 items would be expected to be

significant'bychaae; (Sakoda, Cohen and Beall, 1954), so that form is highly

significant, the interaction is slightly above chance, andthe sex effect is

exactly at.chance level. .Differences by form, sex,and their interaction are

strongest in situation V in which a woman is named Head of the Engineering

Department. Generally, males are somewhat supportive yet are more. ambivalent

-than on any other situation. Females are very supportive of a female depart -

ment head. Males tend to find a male appointment more expected,more believ-
.

able and pore appropriate although they indicate more annoyance with a male

9
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appointee. A female department head'iS cause for pleasure, hope and encoufage-

...moat by both sexes, though the males indicated some pessimism. Females are
. ..

consistent in their. support and optimism toward a female-appointee:

Situation IX, shows a marked variance i response by form. Both males and

females indicate they are more trusting, and content with a successful woman who

has an active social life. Pormis also significant on situations II, VII, VIII and

with females shoWing more comfort with and nupport for successfurfemales.in

those situations'. Males again are more guarded, yet are supportive.
%

Overall, 6 of 10 situations show significance in .one or more effects.
-

No type of situation; i.e. social, professional or academic, stands out.

-Generally, male and female respondents alike tend toward suppnrting female

endeavors, the males: with a degree of hesitance, the females almost.unequivo-

daily. 'Responses do indicate however that both men and women understand. that'

3 0
male success is.still more expected and believable in oursociety. Both sexes

. ,
seem to view female success as more serious and critical, a likely e6ason

being that it haibeen and may still be sex-inappropriate. Men and women in

this study show supportive attitudes that are non trElditional,mith the great-

est difference between them being the extent of support.

The hypothesis under study is clearly not supported. Female respondents

did not show a greater eendency to avoid success nor did they show greater

. anxiety. They did not support Horner's fear of success theory. Results are

Subject to many interpretations. The useof the Situational Attitude Scale

format maynot have affected threspondent as personally as thematic cues

would have. Yekales May very well be able to- afford to be positive and sup-

portiye toward other females who are successful. They need not be anxious,

since the success is not their own. This format may have provided an easy

withdrawal mechanism in which women respondents were able. to be supportive

10
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and positive. Males were able to respond positively in most instances. The

responses did not seem paternalistic; nor were they intolerant to changing
...

sex roles. Males may have been able to respond as they did because they were

not threatened by the successful women portriyad in the ten situations. Their
! ,

..
.

.

.

.
.

hesitahcy in some responses could have been caused by the noveltyof the situa-

/. ..

tions portraying achievement-oriented women or by a set requiring that they

.1.

be tolerant of what his traditionally been sex inappropriate.
f

Situation V, which generated the most significance, bay have done so, be.:

cause it is the most atypical, sex-inappropriate type of.success for women in-

cluded in this instrument. A female engineerinhead may be impinging onwhat

has been most traditionally masculine; it seemed to have held a greater impli-

Cation for. all respondents than any other. situation.

Limitations

Administration of this instrument must be replicated to determin'e if

the effects are confihedto the particular sample being studied. Many varia

tiors and changes could be made in the instruments and with samples to be

tested. The successful situations could be re-worked since the situations

used in this instrument may not have been indicative of success to the indivi-

duals surveyed.. The selection of the bi-poiar'scales is also Critical... Scales

emphasizing different aspects other that the evaluative could yieldAry dif-.

firent results. That is, Osgood et al. (1957) diecuss three types!bf items:

evaluation, potency, and activity. Only theevaluation type of item was em7.

played in this study.

'No further variations would be to-incorporate pressure into the success-
/

ful situation or to substitute power for success. The former would involve

the family, social or professional pressures that oftentimes arelg.pArt

success, while the latter would present successful individuals as holding



4tpower. igomenamay ear success because of the piessure attached to it, while

n

men may fear women who are powerful.- Tho situations should include success

ih other than strictly middle-class occupations or situations.

The sample being testedls also critical. this study, for example,-

a.sample of.undergraduite (1st & 2nd year), or the general public, faculty,

etc., may yield -quite different results than those achieved by'upperclass

.

students .
0

Also; no data are.generated concerning overt behavioral differences

toward successful women. Hopefully, the SASWS provides a starting point by

empirically deMqnstrating adifference in attitude, that may be an indication

of a difference in behavior.
.0 .

.0e
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Table 1.
Means,* Standard Deviations6 Results of Analyses of Variance

ITEM
NQ.

Situations**
Bipolar Adjective Dimensidn

Male
,Form A(N-11) Form B(11.1.5)

'Mean S.D. ., Mean, S.D.

%Female
Form A(N=rn Form B(N0216)

Mean SA). Mean S.D.

Differences
Significant
at .05***

I. TOP OF MEDICAL SCHOOL CLASS
.I jealous7not jeli.lous . . 3.00 .89 2.93 1.10 3.18 1.13 3.37 1.08
2. indifferent-proud 1.64 '1.28 2.26 1.28 2.12 1.58- 2.18 1.32

3
4

desirable-undesirable
.

pressured-complacent
1.00
.2.27

. 0.89
1.00

0.86
2.00

0.74
1.00

1.12
2.41

.99

1.12
1.56
2.00

1.09
1.32

5 unComfortakle-comfortable 3.00 1.00 2.86 1.30 3.24 1.09 2.68 0.94,
r,

6 pleased-displeased 1.09 6%83 0.86 .83 1.00: 1,12 0.81 0.91
7 dissatisfied-satisfied 2.81 0.75- 2.66 1.04 2.64 1.16. 2.88 1.14

8
,

hopeful-despondent , 4 1.00 0.89 1.06 0.59 1.17 1.07 1.12 0.96

9 surprised - expected 2.36 1.28 2.06 0.88 2.70 0.84° 2.75 1.00 S

10 thr atened-neutral 3.63 0.67 '3.26 1.16 3.00 1:17 2.81 1.27
II. GE POSTPONEMENT.

FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL P-A

11 admiration-disgust 1.36 0.67 .1.33 1.11 0.82 0.80 1.68 1.01
12 conflict comfort 2.18 0.75 2.06 1.16 2.47 1.28 1.56 0.96
13 certain-ambivalent 1.72 0.46 1.33 0.72 1.29 1.05 1.93 0.92 FXS.

14 rational-irrational 1.18 0.60 ,_ 0.86 0.99 .47 0.62 1.18 1.10 FXS
15 unsympathetic-sympathetic 2.54 1.29 2.46 1.24 3.00 0.93 .2.75 0.86
16 accepting - rejecting 0.45 .0.68 1.00 1.20 0.70 0.92 1.18 1.16
17 angry-pleased 2.72' 0.90 2.40 0.91 3.05 0.74 2.25 1.06 F
18 sensibleitupid .- 1.00 0.77 1:40 1.05 0.47 0.62 1.31 1.30 F
19 undisturbed-disturbed 0.64 0.80 1.53 1.30 088 0.99 1.50 1.03 F
20 'questioning- satisfied. 2.36 1.21 2.00 1.25 2.53 1.33 1.63 1.15

'

* Scale A to E (Numerical equivalent 0 to 4).
** See Table 1 for complete situation.

*** Results of 2-vay analysis of variance (fixed model effects) with F (Form, A or B) and S (Sex, maYsi.- or female)

as mair effects and FXS as the interaction.

'c
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Means,* Standard Deviations & Results of Analyses of Variance

ITEM
NO.

Situation
Bipolar Adjective Dimension

Male
Form A(N=11) Form B(N=15)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Female
Form A(N=17) Form B(N=16)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Differences
Significant
at. .05*",

III. BOOK TI1BLICA ION
21 pleased-displease ,0.27 0.46 0.26 0.46 0.06 0.24 0.25 0.58
22 ashamed-proud 3.54 0.52 3.46 0.74 3.53 0.80 3.56 0.72
23 envious-unenvious 2.45 1.21 2.00' 1.13 2.41_ 1.41 2.44 1.09
24 ,rejecting-support ve 3.54 ,52 3.46' 0.52 3.82 0.39 3.68 0.48
25 interested-disint rested 0.64 0.67 0.66 0.90 0.18 0.39 0.25 0.44
26 Cynical-open 2.9Q 1.22 3.26 0.80 3.70 0.58 3.31 0.94
27 approving-disappr wing 1.00 1.34 0.17 0.39 0.73 1.10 0.25 0.44 S

28' significant-insi ificant (0.82 0.75 0.82 1.07- 0.86 0.83 0.50 0.63
29 inappropriate-app opriate 3.09 _0.83 2.86 0.91 3.17 0.80 3.31 0.60
30 curious -not curio 1.00 1.18 0.46 0.64 0.64 1.15 0.68 1.14

IV. QUIT COLLEGE
THROUGH 'GRAD

0 PDT MATE
TE SCHOOL t-

31 disappointment -sa isfaction 1.46 1.04 1.26 0.88 1.41 1.62 1.94 1.44
32 angry-calm 2,09 0.7.0 2.18 1.51 2.46 1.18 2.62 1.08
33 accepting-questio ing 1.90 1.30 2.20 1.20 '9.2.88 1.05 2.06 1.38
34 agiee-disagree 2.27 71.00 1.93 0-.96 2.58 1.12 2.12 1.14

35 uncertain-certain 2.00 1.18 1.73 1.10 1.47 1.18 1.75 1.44

indifferent- concerined 2.46 1.04 030 0.86 2.82 1.01 2.94. 0.85

37 happyrsad 2.36 0.80 2.13 0.92 2.58 0.94 1.94 0.99

38 ambivalent-satisfied 2.00 1.18 2.00 1,06 1.94 1.08 1.88 1.14

.39 acceptable-unacceptable 1.72 1.34 1.73 1.34 2.35 1.32 1.88 1.20

40 comfortable - uncomfortable . 2.09 0.94 2.00 1.06 2.41 1.18 2.00 1.21

* Scale A to E. (NdMericai,equivalent 0 to 4).
** See Table 1 for complete situation.

*** Results of 2-way analysis of variance (fixed model effects) with F (Form, A or B) and S (Sex, male or female)
as main effects and FXS.as the interaction,

.,



_Table 1

Means,*.Standard Deviations & Results of-Analyses of Variance

ITEM Situations
NO. Bipolar -Adjective

*

imension
V. HEAD OF ENGINEE ING

'DEPARTMENT
41 appropriate -inappr priate
42 unexpected-expecte
43 .uabelievable -bell able
44 .natural -unnatural
45 encouraging-disco
46 hopeful-suspicious
47 pleased-displeased
48 optimistic -pessim

, 49 apprehelisive-calm
50 annoyed-gratified

VI. SWIM CHAMP
51 qUestioning-unques
52 inappropriate -appr
53 pleased-disgusted
54 positive-negative
55 not resentful-rise
56 understanding -indi
57 frustrated-neutral
58 good-bad
59 comfortable-uncomf rtable
60 tolerant -intoleran

aging

tic

ioning
priate

tful
nant

*

**
***

Scale A to E-(Numarica
See Table 1 for comple
Results of 2-way analy
as -main effects and FX

Male
Form A(N=11) Form B(N=15),
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Female
Form A(N=17) Fox* B(N=16)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Differences
Significant
at .05***

1.00 1.05 0.80 0.78 0.28 0.58 1.42 0.85 A, FXS
1.20 1.14 2.73 1.16 1.61 1.42 3.36 1.00
2.40 1.43 3.26 0.88. 2.72 1,64 3.86 0.36 F
1.70 1.34 1.26 0.96 1.150 1.34 1.14 1.09
1.10 1.10 1.40_ 0.82 0.22 0.54 2.28' 0.91 F, FXS
1.00 1.24 1,46T 0.92 0.38 0.69 2.14 0.77 FXS
1.00 1.15, 1.20* .0.94 0122 0.54 1.92 0.62 F, FXS
1.60. 1.26 1.40 1.06 0.44 0.70 1.26 F, FXS
2.30 1.42 2.86' 1.06 2. IP 4 1.30 2. 7 1.16
2.40 0.84 2.00 4.38 3.50 0.78 1..78 0.94 F, 5, FXS

2.80 1.14 2.60 1. 8 1.24 3.07 1.38
3.20 0.78 2.53 1. 0 3.28 0.96 3.21 1.31
'1.10 0.88 1.26 1. 3 1.06 1.10 0.86 1.35
0,80 '.0.92 1.26 0.96, 0.88 1.08 0.92 1.32
0.60 0,70 0.86 of91 044 0.70 0.64' 1.33
0.40 d.52 0.73 0.88 0.15.0 0.70 0.64 1.21-

3,60 0.84 3.60 1:06 3:44 10.9 3.14 1.51
1.30 0.82 -1.00 0.84 10 1.02 1.14 1.23
0.70 0.82 0.80" 0,86 O.,

1
8 1.06 0.78 1.31

0.40 0.52 1.00 1.13 0.83 1.15 0.78' 1.42

N.

1 equivalent 0 to 4).
e situation. . 4-

is of variance(fixed model'effecfv) with F (Form,1 A or B) and S (Sex, male or female)
as the interaction,



Table 1
Means.,* Standard Deviations & Results of Analyses of Variance

ITEM Situation
NO. ipoIar Adjective

VII JOB OFFE1-MA
61 reasonable - unreal

62 'iWkward-comfortab
63 easy-difficult
64 mutual-unilateral
65 pleased - outraged'

66 bad,good
67 doubt-certainty
68 amb iV al ence-assur

69 admiration7-disgus
'70 regret-confidence

VIII. SUMMA CUM
71 impressed-unimpre

0.4 72' baffling-underst
ft61 73 pity-proud

-74 - trivial-extraordi
75 threatening-untbr
76 expected7unexpect
77 uncomfortable-com
78. -acceptable-unacce
79 important-unimpor
80 envious-indiffere

* Scale A to E (Numeric
** See Table 1 for compl
*** Resultp of 2-way anal

as main effects and F

Male - Female Differences
** Form'A0=11) Form B(14=15) Form A(N=17) Form B(N=16) Significant
Dimension Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. at .05***
E MOVE
nable . 1.60 1.43 1.46' 1.12 1.11 1.83 1.64 1.00

1.20 1.03 1.73 1.28 2.00 '1.37'. 1.42 0.85
2.60 1.08 2.46 1.06 2.83 1.38 3.14 1.02
1.30 1.42. 2.00 1.06 1.28 1.04 2.28 1.06 i
1.50 0.97 1.73 1.03 1.11 0.96 2.21 0.89
2.30 0.82 2:26'1.03 2.88 1.02 1.92 1.20
1.40 0.9.6 2.00 0.92 1.88 1.13 1.50 1.34

nce 1.70 1.06 2.00 1.06 2.38 1.14 1.71 1.26
1.50 0.85 1.46 0.64 0.83 0.98 2.00 1.10 F, FXS
2.50 0.70 L13. 1.12. 2.72 1.02 2.00 1.10 F

UDE
sed 2.10 1.60 1.40 1.40 0.78 1.06 1.64 1.22 FXS
dable '3.00 0.94 2.13 1.06 3.33 0.77 2.36 0.63 F

2.40 0.84 2.33 6.72 3.22 0.88 2.36 1.00 P, S
ary 1.60 1.17 1.73 1.03 2.16 1.10 1.50 0.86
atening 2.80 1.32 2.60 0.82 3.16 0.98 2.50 1.09

1.50 0.71 2.06 1.10 1.66 0.76 2.00 0.78

ortable 2.90 0.99 ' 2.33 0.82 3.06 0.87 2.21- 1.31
table 0.90, 0.88 0.86 0.92 0.61 1.04 1.21 1.05
ant 2.60' 1.26 2.26 1.38 2.16 1.46 2.28 1.32
t 2.80 1.40 2.66 1.29 2.33 1.14 2.64 1.39

. .

.
equivalent.0 to 4).

to situation.
_

_
Sis of variance (fixed model effects) with F (Form, A or 8) and S (Sex, male or female)
S as the. interaction.
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s Table 1-
Meariii,*4Standard Deviatidns & Results of Analyses of Variance

4

ITEM Situation
NO. Bipolar Adjective

IX. SUCCESSFUL BU
SOCIAL LIFE

81 suspicious -trusti
82 . hostile-friendly
83 impressed -unimpre
84 lucky -imlucky,
85' content -dissatisf

86 cautious-receptiv
82 desirable -undesir
88- unfriendly-friend
89 safe-unsafe.
90 superior inferior

X. LAWYER-SUPREME

**,

Dimeniion
INESS AND

g

sed

ed

ble

y

COURT
9]. supportive.7rejecting
92 confident-unconfident
93 significant-insignificant
24- pleased-displeisee.

95 surprised-expected
96 cono4rned-unconcerded
97 unpressured-presstred
98 hopeful-pessimistic
99 humorous-serious
100 comfortable-uncomfortable

* Scale A to E (Numerica
** See Table 1 for comple

*** Results of 2-way anaty
as main effects and FX

Male
,Form A(N =ll) Form B(N=15)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Female
Form A(N=17) Form B(N=16)
Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Differences
Significant
at .05***

2.63
3.46
1.82
1.81
1.18
2.72
1.27
3.09
1.09
1.81

0.54
0.90
0.46
0.82

2.28
1.82
1.90
1.00
3.09
1.00

equivalent 0 to 4).
e situation.
is of variance (fixed .model effects) with F (Form, A or B) and S (Sex, male or female)
as the interaction.

1.02 2.13
0.68 2.40
1.25 1.86
0.87 1.73

1.16 1.80
1.10 2.00
1.10 1.46
1.04 2.73
1.04 1.46
0.40 2.13

0.68
0.94

04,8
0:87
0.90
1.32
'1,40

0.89
1.04
1.10

0.40
1.00
0.86
0.86
1.93
1.46
2.06
0.80
2.26
1.46

0.64
1.06
1.06

'0.70
0.94
1.30
0.74
0.88

1.24
0.64

0.50
0.84
0.92
0.83
1.03
1.12
1.38
'1.01

1.16
1.12

3.16
3.50
0.94
1.28
0.81
3.38
0.61
3.33
0.61
1.66

1 0.11
0.50
0.44
0.16
2.38

1.11
2.00
0.28
3.33
0.56

0.86
0.70
1.39
0.90,

0.92
0.70
0.85
0.97
0.78
0.20

2.00
2.62
2.81
1.68
1.56
1.56
1.94
2.62
1.88
1.81

0.32 0.18
0.78 0.75
0.86 0.44
0.38 0.38
1.24 2.44
1.32 1.06
1.60 1.86.
0.46 0.44
0.84 2.81
0.86 1.25

1.16
1.20
1.32
0.70
1.15
1.20
1.12
1.14
1.26
0.66

F

F, FXS

F
F, FXS

F

0.40 S

0.93
0.72
0.50 S

1.15
1.18
1.36
0.51 S

0.98 F
1.06 F
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APPENDIX

SITUATIONAL ATTITUDE SCALE - WOMEN SUCCESS

FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS

This questionnaire is designed to 'measure how people think and feel about

several social and personal incidents and situations. This instrument is anony-

mous so PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAN3.

There are no right or wrong answers on this test. Answer each situation

as honestly as you can. Each item (Situation) froM 1 through 10 is followed

by ten word-scales. You should respond to each scale by selecting which rating

best describes your feelings about a certain situation.

EXAMPLE:

You have been accepted to gradiaate school.

4

happy A B D E sad

You will indicate the extent and direction of your feelings by blackening

ins the appropriate corresponding letter"on your answer sheet. For, example,. if4

you choose A above, you would be indicating you were very happy with the situa-
.

tion and would, therefore mark A in the corresponding space on the answer:sheet.

PLEASE RESPOND TO ALL WORD SCALES.

Some items may seem to be a repetition of those you hive already answered.

DO NOT LOOK BACK AND FORTH THROUGH YOUR ITEMS. Make each and every item a
. -

distinct and, independent response. Respond with your first impressions if. you

cans.and.do not spend time puzzling over what-you should respond to: individual

items.,:\ Be as honest as you can.

19
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SITUATIONS

FORM A

1. You learn that Ann is at the top
Of her medical school. class at the
-end of first term finals.

II. Your friend Jane decides to
postpone her marriage to John and
go to graduate school.

III. .You learn that an old friend,
Claire, has'just published a book
that is being received highly in
academic circles.

IV. Debbie,decides to quit college
to put her husband through graduate
school.

V; A female college professor has
just been ,named Head of the Engi-
neering Department atyoUr univer-
sity.

VI. Joan is a swimming.champion.at
your college. She always Asks her
boyfriend to be at thi swim meets
to support her. You feel:

VII. Gloria has. received a fan-
tastic job offer with her company in -
another part of'the'country. She
asks her husband to leave hie job
so' she can accept her. company's
offer.

VIII, Donald's girlfriend gradu-
ated sump cum laude; he received
no honors at all.

IX. JoAnn is a successful busi-
nesswoman. She has loads of dates
And leads ah active aocial.life.

X. Barbara *is a lawyer. She will
be argiling her first case before
the Supreme 'Court this term.

FORM

I. You learn that Jim: is at the
top of his medical school class
at 'the end of first term finals.

II. Your friend John decides to
,postpone his marriage to Jane and
go to graduate school.

III. You learn that an old friend,
Carl, has just published a book
that is being received highly in
academic circles.

IV. Dennis, decides to quit col-
lege to put his wife tbrough'gradu-
ate school.

V. A male college professor has
just been named Head of the Engi-
neering Department at your univer-
.sity.

VI. John is a swimming champion at
your college: He always asks his
girlfriend to be at the swim meets
to support him. You feel:

VII. Gordon has received a fan-
tastic job offer with his company
in another part of the country.
He asks his wife to leave-her'
job so lie can accept his company's
'offer.

.

VIII. Donna's boyfriend graduatO
swam cum laude; she received no
honors at all.

IX. Joe is a successful business-
man. Be. has loads of dates and
leads an active social life.

X. Bill is a lawyer. He will be
,prguing his first case before the
Supreme Court this term.

20


